
SAS OPENS NEW ROUTE TO JFK
AIRPORT IN NEW YORK
On February 9, SAS will launch its new route between Copenhagen Airport and John F. Kennedy
International Airport in New York. The new route enables SAS customers to travel easily from
both the West and East side of New York as SAS continues to offer departures from Scandinavia
to Newark.

Through the launch of its new route to JFK in New York, SAS will offer its customers frequent departures
to this convenient and efficient airport with easy access to and from New York as well as many
connecting flights to choose from.

JFK service begins with five weekly flights from Copenhagen, ramping up with daily flights for the
summer schedule. SAS will be operating into terminal 7 at JFK.

“We are very pleased to launch our new route to JFK. SAS offers a solid product to Newark Airport from
Scandinavia, and we believe that this addition to JFK from Copenhagen will strengthen the New York
offer to our customers. The US is a strategic market for SAS, and we will continue to develop new routes
and destinations whenever the right opportunity presents itself,” says Erik Westman, EVP & CCO,
Network and Revenue management.

US destinations continue to generate demand for more and frequent departures. SAS will offer about
130 departures per week on a total of 12 routes this winter.

Schedules to and from JFK:
Winter 2022 
Monday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday
CPH-JFK: 18:25 - 21:30
JFK-CPH: 23:00 - 12:55

Summer 2023 
Daily
CPH-JFK: 19:20 - 22:00
JFK-CPH: 23:55 - 13:45

Find out more and book your flight today on flysas.com.

For more information, please contact:  
SAS Press Office, +46 8 797 2944

SAS, Scandinavia’s leading airline, with main hubs in Copenhagen, Oslo and Stockholm, flies to
destinations in Europe, USA and Asia. Spurred by a Scandinavian heritage and sustainability values,
SAS aims to be the global leader in sustainable aviation. We will reduce total carbon emissions by 25
percent by 2025, by using more sustainable aviation fuel and our modern fleet with fuel-efficient aircraft.
In addition to flight operations, SAS offers ground handling services, technical maintenance and air
cargo services. SAS is a founding member of the Star Alliance™, and together with its partner airlines
offers a wide network worldwide.

http://www.flysas.com/

